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Our School
 +

 Our Team
 

PreK-12 all-girls day school in Suburban Philadelphia
  

 
Demonstrated community value for books and
libraries 

  
 
Three distinct Libraries: 

   -PreK+K Library
   -Lower School Library

   -Middle-Upper School Library
  

 
The Library Team supports all aspects of the
curriculum and is a key teaching partner in the areas
of English and Literacy, among others

  
 
 



Framing the
Conversation

 

Identity + Agency + Reading
 

How can student agency in the reading process
help girls as they explore and try out new
identities?

  
What structures and practices do we have in
place to facilitate student agency around
reading?

  
Does our school reading environment reflect the
many identities of our students? Does it fully
reflect the range of identities in the world? 

 

“If we took seriously the idea that adolescents are sophisticated
meaning-makers who use various texts to represent or construct
identities and subject positions in the world, then we might not
neglect to examine youth’s meaning making. We might find that
we could learn something about meaning through literacy as well.”

 Elizabeth Moje, Re-framing adolescent literacy research for new times: Studying youth as
a resource. Reading Research and Instruction, 2002.

  



Identity
Formation

 

The Process of Identity Formation
 An on-going and dynamic process 

  
Involves "trying on" and "trying out" multiple identities

  
Identity-making is centered in a social environment

  
Identity is fluid 

 

Identity-Making
is

 Centered
Internally

 

Identity-Making
is

 Centered 
 in Society
 

AGENCY
 



Building on the earlier work of Rosenblatt and Iser, Sumara put forth a view
of reader response theory in which readers form relationships with the
text (characters, setting, etc.) and while exploring these relationships they
are, in turn, provided with the opportunity to explore their own
identities: “Interpretation practices function to create experiences of self-
identity.” The engagement of reader and text is the “site(s) for the
ongoing interpretation of the personal, the communal, and the cultural.” 

 -Dennis Sumara, Why Reading Literature in School Still Matters,  2002.
 

Making
Meaning
through
Literacy

 

Reader Response Theory
 

In her research involving girls book clubs, Holly Atkins finds evidence of the
“text-world” experience that immerses readers. She observes of one book
club participant: “Her comments reveal how deeply the girls entered the
text world and related to the characters not as characters, but as
individuals. Rarely did the girls ever use the word 'character' – referring
directly to them by name. Other language tools separating the girls’ world
from the text world were also noticeably absent. Rarely do the girls begin
statements with phrases such as ‘The author writes…’ or ‘The character of …’
Entering into a text is a nearly complete submersion into a world.”

 

Reading as an Immersive Experience
 

-Holly Atkins, A Case Study of Adolescent Females’ Perceptions of Identity in an
 After-School Book Club, dissertation, 2011.
 

Holly Blackford found in her study of the reading practices of girls that they 
selected texts featuring characters who did not mirror themselves. By
selecting texts with characters who differed from themselves, the adolescent
females were able to “experience a welcome diffusion of identity, bifurcating
themselves into a ‘seeing and imagining’ agent ‘in’ the text and differentiating
this omniscient, reading self from the self that exists in life.”

 -Holly Blackford, Out of this world: Why literature matters to girls. New York:Teachers College
Press, 2004.

  

Seeing Themselves, Seeing Others
 



Literacy
 +

 Identity
Formation

 

Literacy as a Practice Essential to
Identity Formation

 

Books as a
Space for

Exploration 
 of 

 Self
 

Books as a
Space for

Exploration 
 of 

 Self in Society
 

AGENCY
 

In their study of reading practices among 11-12 year old girls,
Meredith Cherland and Carole Edelsky concluded that “Reading
fiction is one site in which children can confront their culture and
construct its meanings for their individual lives. Reading fiction is
a social practice through which children seek to understand their
own places in the world.” 

 -“Girls and reading: The desire for agency and the horror of helplessness in fictional encounters.”
In Linda K. Christian Smith (Ed.), Texts of desire: essays on fiction, femininity and schooling, 1993.

 



Making the
Argument

 

IF
 agency is essential to identity formation

  
AND

 literacy is an essential space for 
 identity exploration

  
THEN

 agency must be at the center of literacy
practice in our schools

  
THIS MEANS

 that as educators we must turn a critical eye
to the world of identity possibilities that we

are building for our students to explore
  



School Mission: The Baldwin School, an independent college preparatory
school, develops talented girls into confident young women with vision,
global understanding and the competency to make significant and enduring
contributions to the world. The School nurtures our students’ passion for
intellectual rigor in academics, creativity in the arts and competition in
athletics, forming women capable of leading their generation while living
balanced lives.

 

Working to Support the Mission 
 

Library Mission: The mission of the Baldwin Libraries is to foster a lifelong
habit and love of reading and learning.

 

Where Student Agency is a Visible and Valued Practice
 

In a Diverse and Inclusive Literacy Environment 
 

Selections of personal reading materials
 Selections of classroom independent reading materials

 

Library collection
 Classroom collections

 Book recommendation lists
 Assigned texts

 

And paying careful attention to additional school values and priorities,
spoken and unspoken.

 



National  Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) 
  2015 Student Survey Results

 

Girls Value Reading
 

Girls 
 +

 Reading
 

Grade 4
  

 
 
 
 
Grade 8

  
 
 
 
 
Grade 12

 

https://www.nationsreportcard.gov/sq_students_views_2015/


Our Practice:
Baldwin Library

Team
 

"...the best way to develop a self-motivated, older-
adolescent adult is to encourage their participation in
their pastimes - in stuff they love."    

 - William Stixrud, clinical neuropsychologist and author of The Self-Driven Child
 

Deliberate & thoughtful displays
 

Booktalks & individual reader's advisory from
librarians/teachers 

 

Access to a reading rich environment
 



Recommendations from classmates/heroes
 

Social Aspects
 of

 Reading
 

Excitement and bonding in shared reading
experiences

 

Encourages "window" reading
 

"If you have an opportunity to choose what you read,
and then to talk about it with others... it builds your
sense of yourself as a reader and your self-efficacy as a
reader. That’s where confidence really begins."

 -Irene Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell, "Fountas and Pinnell Say Librarians Should Guide Readers by
Interest, Not Level," School Library Journal website, October 2017 

 



Inclusive
Materials

 

Global perspectives and populations that are
different from their own. 

 

What messages do we communicate with
school sanctioned texts?

 
"Skin-color representation is important, but it is only one
form of representation. It is crucial that we as educators
choose literature that reflects not only a range of
appearances but also a range of cultures."
 

Wide spectrum of race, ethnicity, religion,
culture, gender, sexuality, and socio-economic
background.

 

-Andrea Davis, Educator, “Waiting for Tiana” Teaching Tolerance website, May 2018
 

Books that reflect our school's core values and
mission.

 



Building an Inclusive Literacy Environment: The Challenges
 

Characters with disabilities
 Socio-economic differences
 Native American voices

 Gender & sexuality diversity in chapter books for younger readers
 Intersectionality

 



 - Brooks, et al., Narrative Significations of Contemporary Black Girlhood, 2010).
 

In 2010, Wanda Brooks and her co-authors called for "...explorations of whether
hybridity and far-reaching, emerging, or atypical aspects of African American life
get portrayed in school-sanctioned literature and, if so, how?" Today, this
remains an open and important question for the portrayals of all non-dominant
groups.

  
Do we as educators and schools sanction the reading of literature that, for
example, portrays:

 -characters of non-dominant cultures/ethnicities that are not heteronormative 
 -realistic (rather than historical) stories of characters of non-dominant

cultures/ethnicities that are engaged with present-day ideological, socio-political,
or activist concerns. 

 

Angela Hubler cautions against books that reflect an "overemphasis of individual
agency at the expense of accounting for the role of structure, which both enables
and limits the possibility of social transformation." 

 "...the focus on positive images and strong role models ...results in a severely
limited analysis of and remedy for sexism... Girls are better served by novels that
offer them not only positive role models but also a structural “map” of social
reality, one which reveals the historical development, and interrelationship,of the
institutions of gender, race, and class. Such knowledge is crucial if girls are to
begin to understand and to transform oppressive social institutions."

 

Consider Content
 

Intersectionality
 

-Angela Hubler, Beyond the Image, Adolescent Girls, Reading, and Social Reality, National
Women's Studies Assoc. Journal, 2000.

 

Complexity
 We need texts that "foreground and minimize race and ethnicity in myriad ways."

  - Brooks, et al., Narrative Significations of Contemporary Black Girlhood, 2010).
 



Consider:
Levels,

Subliterature
 

Reading level or perceived literary merit should
not limit our students' reading
selections. Subliterature is a safe place where
girls can explore identity, and build confidence in
their choices.

 

"It is our belief that levels have no place in classroom
libraries, in school libraries, in public libraries, or on
report cards. That was certainly not our intention
that levels be used in these ways."

 -Irene Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell, "Fountas and Pinnell Say Librarians Should Guide Readers by
Interest, Not Level," School Library Journal website, October 2017 

 

Nonfiction books can be outside a reader's
"level," while still providing stimulating visuals
and igniting passions.

 

Trusting students to make their own choices
builds ownership and responsibility.

 



Exploring Identity through Learning Experiences
 

classroom
bookclubs

 

NCGS Kelly

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gNW94iSHKfs


Your Practice
 

Assess your school's current literacy
environment

 Materials: Do your students see themselves
reflected in the reading materials available in your
library? in your classrooms? on assigned reading
lists? in textbooks? in the hands of adult readers?
Do they see a range of identities that fully reflects
the real world around them?

 Practices: Think about policies or practices that
may be restricting or working against identity
exploration through reading? 

 

THE
FUTURE

 

Consider your school's values and your
student population to imagine an ideal
reading landscape for your school

 

Use this Notely bulletin board to share your
reflections. http://note.ly/identity

Inclusivity: What are all of the people, places, ideas
that would be reflected?

 Balance: What are the people, places, ideas that
would and should be highlighted or
overrepresented?

 

THE
NOW

 

MOVING
FORWARD

 

Steps toward your goal
 Engage key stakeholders and partners

 Define the future you want to see
 Take a critical look at the present 
 Add and delete

 Bring colleagues into the conversation
 

“Scaffolding learners on
their quests for
managing their
identities, without
guiding in one direction
over the other (no
identity is superior to
another) is challenging,”
but it is “both worthy
and necessary.”

 -Janelle Bence, High School English
Teacher and Teacher-Leader for the

National Writing Project
 

http://note.ly/identity


Resources
 

We need diverse books
 

A Mighty Girl
 

Disability in Kidlit
 

Lee & Low
 

Gay YA
 

Teaching Tolerance Perspectives Text Library
 

Responsive Reads
 

Teach About Women
 

https://diversebooks.org/
https://www.amightygirl.com/
http://disabilityinkidlit.com/
https://www.leeandlow.com/
http://www.gayya.org/
https://www.tolerance.org/classroom-resources/texts
https://www.responsivereads.com/
https://teachaboutwomen.org/

